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Hello everyone. I am looking forward to this session, towards learning together. And before I

begin, I’d like to thank Kianchow for the invitation, Peggy for facilitating and the Global

(de)Centre for having me here.

There were two major transitions in my life that had significantly impacted my art-making:

Number 1 - Crossing disciplines. I was formally trained in architecture; crossed to the design

industry after I graduated;  co-founded a firm that designed in print, web and space for

corporate clients located in different parts of the world, and of different cultures. In my mid-30s, I

turned to art practice full-time.

Number 2 - My childhood migration. I was born in the small town of Solo City, Central Java in

Indonesia, and moved to Singapore together with my elder sister when I was 9, in 1984. My

parents painted a picture that studying overseas was good, and suggested that we give it a try.

And only much later did I come across text1 like this,

“The year 1985…will be remembered as a year of violent incidents jolting Indonesians “into

soul-searching of a darker sort”, and as a year of trials of prominent dissidents…The economic

outlook was dampened by recession…The year was marked by two other anniversaries: the

fortieth year since the proclamation of independence, and the twentieth year of the New Order

government…A spate of violence brought to an end a decade of calm and tranquillity…”

My father was unable to find a job in Singapore, and we didn’t have relatives here. So he turned

to the classified ads to cold-call landlords who were willing to also become our legal guardians.

My sister and I were housed with strangers to live with temporary families. I didn’t think that we

were problem kids but somehow we kept changing guardians. House is a fluid concept.

1 https://www.jstor.org/stable/27908547



Recently I counted the number of times that I’ve moved, and realised that it is 18!

This navigation bar2 shows my various series. As you can see, I’m not very good at finishing

what I’ve started. At any one time, I will be working on projects across different series. A quick

overview of what each series looks at:

Root Words is the oldest series where I explore the notion of a diasporic language—hovering

between word and image, sound and meaning—and informed by the intercultural liminality of

the migrant experience.

Kang Ouw is a Chinese dialect transliterated from Bahasa Indonesia. It literally means ‘rivers

and lakes’ or jianghu (江湖) in Mandarin. The series inquires into the imagery in wuxia films, a

genre popular among the overseas Chinese, that I grew up watching in the 1980s through

bootleg VHS tapes.

Imaginary Homeland looks at the popular imageries of national and cultural identities during the

Cold War period, from the standpoint of Southeast Asia emerging as new nations.

Black—Hut explores the psycho-physical architectures of dwelling. Its primary gesture is in the

act of building site-specific, sonic proto-structures with efflorescent, concrete membranes.

For today, I will focus on Path., and touch on works from A Tree+++ and Imaginary homeland.

The series Path. speaks to migratory notions of belonging, physical movement and isolation.

The artistic outcomes are varied, but almost every project includes Live Art strategies; art that is

made in the presence of, and sometimes with the participation of the audience.

Let me start with my most recent Path. projects - Path. 11, Blindness3 and Path. 12, River Origin

浪淘沙4. They were made in the past two years and both engage with the cosmic ray particle

muons as material.

I learnt about muons at the cusp of the pandemic outbreak. In the midst of experiencing an

4 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/path-12-river-origin-lang-tao-sha
3 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/path-11-blindness
2 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/



abrupt change of time space; an acute sense of uncrossable distance and invisible presence, at

a planetary scale, I read about muons which was like sci-fi to me. These impulses of cosmic

longing, and the folding of distance and time, were explored in my first muon work, Path. 12,

River Origin浪淘沙 commissioned by BIO:ART Southeast Asia Taiwan in 2021.

Muons travel at relativistic speed, to break through the fabric of time space. They experience

distance that is 70 times shorter, and time, 70 times slower than us. Hence, despite their half-life

of 1.56 microseconds, they are able to reach Earth before decaying.

I was strongly drawn to the unimaginable distance that these cosmic travellers cross to reach

earth, the memories they bear, and the stories they tell. They are witnesses to our planetary

unfolding. And they come unbearably close, slipping through molecules in my body, as if to

impart their deep cosmic origins. And last month, I found out that my imagination was reality for

a group of scientists who look into planetary origins, and study muons as material messengers

to tell us how life began. Mind blown.

I performed for the camera, along the southern coast of Singapore, facing Java, my hometown,

and sensed through my body the entry of muons. I held a muon tracker that I had 3D printed.

Inside the casing are geiger counters, gas-filled tubes that detect ionising radiation like muons,

and electronic components.

When a muon hits, it would trigger light and sound, a Morse Code recitation of a verse in the

Tang Dynasty poem 浪淘沙 (“Waves Dredging Sand”). The poem was written when the author

Liu Yuxi was in exile, and began with the story of Zhang Qian’s travels to the West.

Zhang Qian is a historical figure, a Han Dynasty envoy whose expedition in 138 BC is

considered to be the foundation of the first ‘Silk Road’. At the same time, he was a mythical

figure, who was commissioned by the Emperor to find the source of Yellow River, an origin site

of ancient Chinese civilization. His story appears in several literary works and paintings.

This is by a Qing Dynasty painter5. And paraphrasing from its label copy, “Zhang Qian was

commissioned by the emperor to find the source of the Yellow River. According to legend, he

navigated up the river on a raft and finally reached the Milky Way where he met two celestial

5 https://exchange.umma.umich.edu/resources/38965/view



beings, the Herd Boy with his buffalo and the Weaver Maiden. These are the names given to

two stars that appear together in the sky on only one night of the year, on the seventh day of the

seventh lunar month. A change was observed in their configuration by the court astronomer,

who took this as a sign of confirmation that Zhang Qian had found the source of the Yellow

River.”

The opening of the poem浪淘沙 (“Waves Dredging Sand”) recounts the same fantastical story.

When we made the video, we were in the midst of COVID restricted movement in Singapore,

and could only proceed because of a special provision that allowed for filming activities. The

mood was closed up, a little tense, perhaps an appropriate setting for my performance. I saw

myself as communing with the muons, viscerally contemplating mythic origins and my diasporic

cosmology.

My second muon work is Path. 11, Blindness, an experimental photography project that was

commissioned by the Exactly Foundation earlier than River Origin, but which took longer to

complete.

A key industry application for muons is muography. It is similar to X-ray imaging, but with the

freely available muons as the radioactive particles. Muography has been used to reveal the

hidden chamber in Egypt’s Great Pyramid6, for seismic monitoring through imaging of magma

flow in the volcanoes7 and Tsunami waves prediction through observing underwater currents8 in

Japan. The seismic monitoring and tsunami waves prediction projects were pioneered by Prof.

Hiroyuki Tanaka of the University of Tokyo, who has very generously given his time to my

artistic, and scientifically primitive, research into muons.

Before I elaborate on the photographic process for Blindness, let me take a detour, and share

about experimental photography in my practice.

I am interested in photographic imaging where both process and outcome bear traces of the

artist’s hand. John Berger in his essay Drawn to that moment said, “In the nineteenth century

8 https://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/focus/en/press/z0508_00212.html

7 https://doi.org/10.1098/rsta.2018.0142

6 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-05254-2



when social time became unilinear, vectorial and regularly exchangeable, the instant became

the maximum which could be grasped or preserved.” I wanted a photography that resists this.

Again from Berger, but to misquote him, “How does a drawing photography encompass time?

What does it hold in its stillness? (Can) a drawing photography presuppose another view of

time?”

In the Imaginary Homeland series, I looked at political images of Southeast Asia during the Cold

War period that had directly and indirectly impacted my national and cultural identities. I used

my mobile camera, with invert colour settings turned on, to draw two images simultaneously: a

negative graphite image on paper and a positive pixel-based one on the screen9.

In order to produce a satisfactory image on screen, I had to constantly look through the mobile

device as I drew. I was relying on the camera lens, and the algorithm within the device, to show

up tonalities that my eye unaided could not otherwise detect. In viewing the drawing, the

audience are invited to use their mobile devices to see its positive image.

For this work, I turned pecis, a velvet headgear commonly worn by men in Indonesia and

promoted by the first President Sukarno as a nationalist identity, into pinhole cameras. These

are camera obscura prints, shown alongside the sculpture of the pecis and camera tripod.

Let’s now get back to the photographic process for Blindness10. I wanted something that would

reveal the material presence of the muons, and at the same time, be marked by the presence of

my hands. I wanted an embodied photographic process.

The first step was to blindfold the camera. CMOS image sensors are the electronic eyes

embedded in our mobile phones cameras. Measuring about 1cm across, they detect visible

light. They are also able to detect ionising radiation particles, like muons.

Muons are material and not light waves. Hence, the marks recorded on the CMOS are

“collisions” and not photonic imaging. When a muon strikes the CMOS sensor, the radioactive

particle liberates an electric charge, to create a pixel signature. This image here, is a collection

of muons hitting the camera in my studio over a week. Each track is a unique physical contact

10 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/path-11-blindness

9 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/imaginary-homeland-wo-shi-bu-shi-gai-an-jing-di-zou-kai



between the muons and the sensor.

Having recorded the raw muonic signals, I went on to photograph each muon track using an

analogue process that I had devised. It involves my constant manipulation of inverted lenses.

These are my photographs of the subatomic muons.

I am at the beginning of my research into muons, there are a lot more that I want to do. I’m now

working on Path. 13, Quaver Ciphers, supported by the National Arts Council Creation Grant. I

am developing it as a VR work, a digital experience that is connected to a physical muon

tracker. Detection of muons in the physical room will trigger a change in the VR space for the

audience. Quaver Ciphers contemplates the city’s splintered private memories and interlaced

social networks, close physical proximities and vast cultural distances. In addition to building on

the ideas explored in Blindness and River Origin, the project will look at muons as material

messengers that impacted life on earth, for example through spallation. It is a nuclear reaction

that occurs when high energy particles like muons collide into matter to create an expulsion of

protons, neutrons, and alpha particles; and possibly the origin of elements on Earth.

In looking at muon time-travellers, I see the closing of distance. I see their ubiquitous presence

in all parts of Earth, since the beginning of time, as a local-global neural network, a common

cosmic connection.

From the cosmic, let’s now look at the microscopic. Path. 10, A Tree Talks, A Tree Walks 梧桐

语・菩提径
11 is a multiple-work project made during a residency in Singapore, at a historic hill at

the southern tip of the island, facing my hometown Java.

When I first visited the residency house, its walls were covered with Chinese calligraphic works.

Many of them were very old, I think there was one dating to the Ming Dynasty? Growing up in

Indonesia I didn’t have much contact with Chinese ink art, and I never learned to write with the

brush. However, despite my unfamiliarity with the traditional art form, I felt an affinity with the

handmade marks, and the words that were written for future generations.

Around that time, I was reading a journal that my grandfather wrote a few years before he

passed on. Interestingly, his journal began with a defence for his writing — he wanted his

11 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/a-tree-talks-a-tree-walks



children to understand him, but felt that his Mandarin was poor, with inaccurate intonations and

a tendency to break off in Hokkien dialect. I read Chinese very slowly with a reading voice in my

head, hence reading my grandfather’s handwriting, was to experience in equal parts words,

sounds and visuals, of his account of his life as a Chinese migrant in Indonesia.

Just as I was contemplating the profound relationship between the act of writing and the

transmitting of intergenerational memory, I came across an article on how traumas might be

passed down across generations through epigenetics - a biochemical process that affects the

expression of our genes. I was blown away by the possibility that the memories of my ancestors

were written in my biology. From then on, whenever I reread my grandfather’s journal, I could

almost feel the vibrations of his text within me.

My encounter with text, ancestral memory and genetics gave rise to a strong desire to produce

a writing system that expresses my diasporic experience, a system that biologically encodes the

discord between my Chinese ethnic origin and Javanese cultural beginnings. My personal,

diasporic, bio-cultural writing system uses the genetic language as an encoding key to connect

two cultural alphabets. The top row are hexagrams of the I Ching. The three letters are the DNA

chemical bases. And the bottom row are the Javanese hanacaraka letters.

Hanacaraka is a language linked to Javanese creation myths. I learnt it in primary school before

I moved to Singapore, copying its letterforms. I never had a chance to use hanacaraka since I

left my hometown, hence my sense of familiarity with it sits next to feelings of strangeness and

alienation. Similar to the hanacaraka, the I Ching hexagrams are embedded with metaphysical

myths and origin tales. I was seeking a way to synchronise two cultural worlds that have always

felt so far apart.

The writing system that I devised can be expressed as genetic code or visual ciphers. Let me

elaborate.

The genetic language is made up of chemical bases A, T, C or G. Three consecutive bases form

a codon. The permutation of 4 bases, with repetition allowed, gives us 64 codons. The 64

codons code for 20 amino acids that make up all human proteins. The I Ching has 64

hexagrams. The hexagram is made up of 6 lines, either joint or broken. Conventionally it is read

as a combination of two trigrams. However for my encoding purpose, I approached it as three



sets of two lines, and mapped them to the DNA chemical bases. A is two broken lines. T, two

joint lines. Reading from the top, C is joint and broken. And G is broken and joint.

My double heritage is hence synchronised through the genetic language. The 20 letters of the

hanacaraka are mapped to the 20 amino acids, which are biologically mapped to the 64 codons,

which are then mapped to the 64 hexagrams. If we take the hanacaraka letter ‘C’, and work it

through the encoding key, you will get codon TGT which corresponds to hexagram 9, or TGC

which corresponds to hexagram 57.

For the residency exhibition12 I made a number of works that incorporated the writing system,

like this site-specific outdoor installation that was activated through visitors’ interaction.

The work is made up of several elements:

A cross-pole of three flags facing South towards my hometown of Java; a square hole oriented

to the cardinal directions; A mound of soil from the hole, placed at the foot of the cross-pole; and

hybrid DNA in ink.

The artwork title is 梧桐语·菩提径 (A tree talks, a tree walks). There are two trees in the title. Wu

Tong is the Chinese Parasol tree, and also my grandfather’s namesake. Pu Ti refers to the

Bodhi tree, sharing the root word as my name. The character 语 means to speak, or language;

and 径 is walk, or path. The title speaks of two displaced trees.

The title was written in 2 parts in the work. The three flags graphically encode the English part. It

reads from left to right, “A”;  “tree”;  “talks/walks”. I had referenced the Morse Code dits and

dahs, by transposing them as short and long colour wavelengths, or blue and yellow

respectively. Looking at each flag lengthwise, each column encodes a letter, and reading left to

right will get you a word. The third flag could alternately be read as talks or walks, T is dah - a

yellow strip and W is dit dah dah.

In comparison, the process for encoding the Chinese part of the title was more embodied. I first

had my father read the six Chinese words 梧桐语·菩提径, in his Indo-Chinese pronunciation and

transliterated his reading into hanacaraka, by stripping away the vowels to retain only the

consonants. The title was then encoded into genetic language by using the key that I

12 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/a-tree-talks-a-tree-walks



developed.

With the help of geneticist Assoc Prof Eric Yap of NTU School of Medicine, the encoded title

was synthesised into DNA molecules and spliced with 2 other genetic sequences - a part of my

Y-chromosome and the chloroplast of a Chinese parasol tree. It was a biomolecular writing that

told my familial histories of movement across land and seas in the form of a chimeric DNA of

person, plant and poetry.

The hybrid DNA was dissolved in ink, which visitors used to mark the soil at the foot of the

installation. At the end of the exhibition, the soil was returned to the square hole, changed and

transformed by the memories that touched it. In a conversation with Dr Eric Yap, about the

transmission of memories and codes, he shared that conceivably, the transmission potential of

the encoded DNA doesn’t stop even when it's underground and untouched by human agency.

Bacterial sex - the promiscuous, parasexual mechanism of gene exchange between bacteria -

will see the encoded DNA strands absorbed by the soil microbes, and transmitted to the plants

and animals that humans will eventually ingest, theoretically.

The writing system was also applied, this time in its visual cipher form, to another set of works -

Jawa, Nanyang and Root Word. Due to time constraints, I won’t be elaborating on these.

As there were a number of questions and ideas that arose from my research in Path. 10, I

branched it off into the trilogy A Tree+++ 记因・基亿 todevelop them further. Path. 10 is the first

project in the trilogy. The second project is a generative video titled A tree rings, a tree sings 树

龄°述铃13, commissioned by the Institutum and co-presented with Gasworks London.

The video imagined an audio-visual transmission of memories across 3 generations. The hybrid

DNA was used as a music score. Each codon was mapped to a trisonic event, a loose

reference to the tritonal musical chord. Each chemical base, and its position in the codon,

corresponds to a designated set of sound files, and as the video progresses, an algorithm reads

across the hybrid DNA code, to sound a composition that will almost never repeat. The sounds

originated from the gamelan, an Indonesian metallophone ensemble instrument. I had

manipulated the gamelan sounds, quantizing the notes into slow, regular pulses. The visuals in

A Tree Rings, A Tree Sings are decade-old photographs that I took in my grandfather’s

13 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/a-tree-rings-a-tree-sings



birthplace in China, that were animated through an analogue technique that involved my manual

focusing, defocusing and refocusing of an inverted camera lens.

This brings me to the third part in the trilogy. A tree leaves, a tree heaves遥・叶 is an ongoing

project that consists of multiple works. Last year, FACT Liverpool presented the A Tree+++14

trilogy in Future Ages will Wonder curated by Annie Kwan, as part of their Radical Ancestry

program, and commissioned the first work Book of Genealogy.

The backstory to the work - my Chinese surname is Huang, which I inherited from my father. On

my visit to my grandfather’s hometown in 2012, I learnt that my grandfather had been born with

a different surname. He was adopted in his youth by a relative and took on their family surname

Huang in order to migrate together as family to Indonesia. At the village temple, I saw

inscriptions of names that ran across generations, of a clan that I could no longer be part of, and

was given a copy of their book of genealogy. In the book, besides a family tree, there were

entries of important migration destinations for members of the clan, such as my hometown of

Solo City in Java. It led me to wonder what a diasporic book of genealogy might look like? If

familial lines are severed due to migration, how do we recover or redraw their traces?

The work Book of Genealogy is an object that resembles a 3-fold screen. Made up of thin,

double-sided lightboxes, it displayed on 1 side, a rephotographed image of a little boat in the

sea, taken on the same trip to my grandfather’s hometown. Together with the image are the

generational names in my grandfather’s book of genealogy that are encoded in DNA, using the

same process as my earlier works.

The same names are shown on the other side of the work, this time encoded as circular holes.

The position of the holes is based on  a spatial encoding key that I’ve devised. It combines the

Chinese Telegraph Code, which maps Chinese characters to unique 4 digit numbers, and the

cellular-shaped, Voronoi diagram.

The spatial encoding key was also used on one side of the flags that were installed at the foyer

of FACT Liverpool. The other side displayed the original Morse Code encoded graphics.

I am now planning a new work that imagines the land as a book, and which will involve acts of

14 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/a-tree



writing into the soil. Learning from the Book of Genealogy, I’m interested in exploring how

language, rather than ethnic or familial lines, could root us deeper to a place. A work that I’d like

to make is to invite strangers of diverse linguistic backgrounds to speak into a piece of soil

rigged with microphones, and to respond to questions along the lines of “Where are you from?”,

“Where are you going?”, “Are you now home?”. Their answers would then be encoded into DNA

and planted in the soil.

I’m also learning about the medium of microfluidics, a nano tool that is increasingly used in bio

sciences to combine and separate genetic molecules. I will be working with Dr. Eric Yap on this,

to perform a bio-calligraphy that is planted into soil for future reading.

The last project that I’d like to share this evening, is the first work15 in Path., made 10 years ago.

In 2012, I received a commission from Singapore’s oldest independent art space The

Substation, for a solo exhibition. The year of commission is particularly significant, as I’d then

just gotten my Singapore citizenship. It was also a time when charged conversations on the

influx of foreigners were taking place nationwide.

The question of where home and homeland truly was, has always been acutely present in my

life. After I received my citizenship, and despite having spent most of my formative years here, I

still wasn’t sure that I could ever belong in Singapore. Ironically, I felt this doubt most intensely

at the new citizenship welcome ceremony, at the exact moment when I held my shiny, new

identity card. No feeling of rootedness, no instantaneous connection to the land. Instead, what I

felt then was the void that I’ve sensed since childhood, an all too familiar feeling of

non-belonging.

I was disappointed and perplexed. I was expecting relief, a sense of security, not the flux of

emotions that surfaced. It was only after many conversations later with my wife Audrey, that I

began to see what went wrong. The American realist painter Chuck Close said that a work is

entirely discovered through its process, and as it turned out, I’d tried to bypass the journey to

reach home, and paid a big emotional price for it.

Path. 1, The White City referenced the involuntary tabula rasa that I experienced when I first

arrived in Singapore. I spoke only Bahasa Indonesia then and the city was a cacophony of

15 https://www.boediwidjaja.com/projects/path-1-the-white-city



unintelligible voices. My time-space was that of a small town, with dirt roads and becaks (or

trishaws). It was a culture shock upon touch-down to ride on long, linear roads. The city was like

a white void that I couldn’t enter, and urban meanings were completely lost to me.

That void was restaged at The Substation gallery. At the exhibition opening, its walls were lined

with paper, empty, waiting to be marked. This time, I didn’t want the city to remain as the

unknown other, hence throughout the exhibition period, I invited visitors, friends and family to

throw graphite coated balls onto the walls, to fill the void together with me. The throwing

movement, the ricocheting ball and the explosive sound combined was surprisingly cathartic.

While dodging balls, I drew the visitors' lines and portraits.

And as the visitors to The White City and I jointly made the work, I was surprised at how easy

the conversations flowed, and not just small talk. The sharing of time space, and the physical,

communal act of mark-making, turned out to be conducive towards initiating connections

between strangers.

The White City was my first Live Art. For the artist, it means yielding control, unpredictable

outcomes and exposing vulnerabilities. In visual art, an object often buffers between artist and

audience, but Live Art engenders situations of facing the other.  an introvert, I had to overcome

innate resistance to perform Live Art in my practice. However, I sensed that Path. could only be

meaningful if I involved others-family, friends or strangers-to jointly unearth, investigate and

address the deep-seated issues surrounding the notion of house, home and homeland.

Thank you.


